Create your outdoor living space
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A comprehensive range of awnings built to
withstand and “Protect” against the harsh
Australian environment.
Whether it be the sun, wind, or rain, our innovative range of
awnings will stand the test of time while providing shading
solutions for almost any window, patio or balcony application.
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Hardware Colour Options

Ebony

White

Smooth Cream

Precious
Silver Pearl

Slate Grey

ScreenView 5% Exterior Screen Fabric Colour Options
Surfmist

Dune

Wallaby

Woodland Grey

Basalt

Monument

Shale Grey

Windspray

Black Grey

Ebony

All Uniline components are backed
by our 5 year warranty.

Our 10 year fabric warranty only
applies to Uniline’s ScreenView 5%
Exterior Screen Fabric.

Z3 Side Channel

Z3

Tested to withstand wind gusts
UP TO 220KM/H*

Protecta Z3 Side Channel
PROTECTS AGAINST

Z3

WIND

SUN

INSECTS

RAIN

Built to withstand weather conditions unmatchable by any other awning or external blind on the
Australian market. PROTECTA Z3 Side Channel Awning is the ultimate in all-weather protection,
wind, rain or sunshine, this system is built to withstand them all.
Create additional rooms & private spaces by extending your outdoor living while remaining
protected from sun, wind, rain and those pesky insects.

Tested to withstand wind gusts
UP TO 277 KM/H*

LOCKABLE Bottom Rail^

Up to 5.8m# MAX Width

CENTRAL Locking
Bottom Rail System^

Due to the variances in applications, installations and wind events, wind results will constantly vary.
Uniline still recommend best, safe practice to raise your awnings when you are not at home and in any heavy weather conditions.

THREE OPERATING OPTIONS

Motorised

Spring

Gearbox

^ Bottom Rail cannot be left locked in high wind conditions. Lockable Bottom Rail only available on Z3 Side Channel and Deep Channel Awnings up to 4m wide.
#
Z3 Awnings between 4 – 5.8m – Gearbox and Motor operation only.

*Please see detailed disclaimer at: protecta-awnings.com.au/downloads/PROTECTA-Awning-Z3-Wind-Rating-Disclaimer.pdf
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When you need to cover a wide open alfresco or
living area, don’t look past the Protecta Xtra Large
awning. Capable of covering external openings
including balconies and decks up to 5.8m wide.
This robust system is perfect for creating that
indoor-outdoor living space. You even have the
option of fitting a “weather strip” that slides into the
bottom rail blocking those chilly drafts.

up to 5.8m WIDE

Motorised

Gearbox
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INSECTS

RAIN

A great value for money awning ideal for when
you want to be able to stop and secure at any
position for superior light and glare control.
Multi-stop is a manually operated spring awning
with no exposed cords, cleats or wires, this system
is simple and easy to use. To stop at any location,
simply twist the bottom rail to lock into place.
The Protecta Multi-Stop is quiet to operate and
provides ideal protection against the elements.
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Where good looks and shading are your priority, our
Deep Channel Awning System is the right solution.
Flawless in operation and robust in appearance,
the Deep Channel system shares the same
aesthetic and functional attributes as the Z3
system, minus the wind resistance technology.
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Designed for large openings
through to patios and balconies,
the wire guide will keep everything
secure, even in light breezes.
A sleek and modern in design, our
Wire Guide will compliment your
exterior at an affordable price. Fitted
with quality architectural stainless
steel fittings, this awning brings an
aesthetic appeal while wire cabling
suspends and secures the awning.
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Gearbox
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Designed to deflect heat and glare
while maximising light, ventilation
and privacy within the home.
A sleek and stylish system adding
new functionality and hardware with
a streamlined front rail, designed to
perform both horizontally and vertically.
This gives you complete flexibility and
style when paired with our compliment
heavy-duty flexible joints. Comes in
fixed arm and slide rail arm options.
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Shade your windows from
direct sunlight without losing
out on fresh air, breezes and
uninterrupted views.

Suitable for use as an external screen
in low wind areas. This system is
perfect for providing extra privacy &
sun protection where required.

Ideal for ground level windows,
the slanted design sits out slightly
from the base of the window,
inviting breezes in while still
maintaining optimum privacy and
heat protection.

Great for areas like patios, pergolas
and balconies. With optional fixing
straps, you have the ability to secure
on lower mounting points if and
when required. The straight drop is
a clever and simple solution making
privacy easy.
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